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TMIA Will Gain Monitoring Systems in Settlement on Mothballing Unit 2

At presstime (late September) TMIA activist Eric Epstein was about to enter into an agreement with 
operators of Three Mile Island to end litigation over the utility's plans to put the crippled plant into a 
phase known as "monitored storage." As a result of the impending settlement, TMIA will drop its 
challenge to GPU's plan to postpone final clean-up and dismantling of the Unit 2 site until 2014, 
when the utility plans to decommission Unit 1. For GPU it means it won't have to go through costly 
hearings on its proposal. However, under terms of the proposed settlement, the utility will put 
money into decommissioning research each year. GPU will also fund an area-wide monitoring pro
gram. Epstein characterized the settlement as significant. "This will give us the long-term, high- 
quality monitoring system we've been looking to establish since the accident and it frees us from 
relying on data supplied by the utility and the NRC to ensure the safety of local residents."

TMIA Challenges Met-Ed Rate Hike Plan

Saying Met-Ed's customers have paid more titan their share of TMI clean-up costs, TMIA spokesper
son Eric Epstein called on GPU stockholders to share more of the clean-up burden. Epstein's com
ments came at a September open meeting hosted by the Pa. Public Utility Commission in York on 
Met-Ed's pending rate hike request to raise consumer electric bills about $5 per month.

Epstein noted GPU customers have "contributed $246 million toward the defueling effort, or exactly 
three times the GPU corporate contribution of $82 million. Now," Epstein said, "Met-Ed is asking the 
ratepayers to make additional financial sacrifices...." Epstein went on to characterizethe $68 million 
proposed increase as "unreasonable and illegal." The state consumer advocate, Irwin A. Popowski, 
opposed the rate hike saying, "The company has not justified the need for any increase."

Anti-BRCMay be an Issue as Congress Winds Down

As Congress speeds towards adjournment, a conference committee of House and Senate leaders will 
try to iron out differences between House-passed and Senate-passed energy legislation. Included in 
the deliberations will be a House provision whch affirms the authority of states to set stricter than 
federal standards if the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) exempts or substantially reduces 
protection of the public health and safety from radioactivity. The NRC, of course, has done just that 
in promulgating its "Below Regulatory Concern" (BRC) action which deregulates federal oversight of 
the disposal of certain radioactive wastes.
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In the waning days of this Congressional session lawmakers should be encouraged to adopt language 
similar to that found in S.I111, revohing|jgNRC's two BRC policies and affirming unconditional 
state authority to set stricter than NRC standards for the disposal of “low-level" radioactive wastes.

Clinton, Bush Differ on Energy, Environmental Policy
Clinton Bush

Supports raising auto fuel efficiency standards YES NO
Opposes oil drilling in Arctic National Wildlife Refuge YES NO

Supports reorienting US labs from military R&D to renewable energy YES NO

Opposes one step nuclear plant licensing YES NO

Opposes new nuclear plant construction YES NO

Opposes Below Reuglatory Concern policy for nuclear waste YES NO

Supports federal pollicy for new mass transit YES YES

Supports laws that tax polluters and reward conservation YES NO

Safety Problems Plague U.S. "Low-Level" Radwaste Storage

On the heels of a U.S. Supreme Court decision relieving states of ownership of and liability for "low- 
level" radioactive wastes, a study released by the Safe Energy Communications Council (SECC) this 
summer showedthat the same companies that have managed America's six existing commercial 
“low-level" radioactive storage facilities (three of which have been closed due to leakage) are now 
overseeing development of new waste storage methods. The report says these new methods use 
flawed analyses and suspect design criteria and may not prevent leakage and radiation exposure.

“The U.S. 'low-level' radioactive waste program is a house of’cards," said Marvin Resnikoff, Ph.D, 
author of MYTHBusters #8: 'Low-Level' Radioactive Waste. “From hemorrhaging landfills to flawed 
designs for new storage plans, a slow-motion Chernobyl is already in progress," says Dr. Resnikoff, a 
physicist with the New York-based Radioactive Waste Management Associates. "Congress must 
respond to the Court's decision by rewriting the federal Low Level Radioactive Policy Act," he said.

SECC's report notes there is no proven method of safe, permanent storage or transportation of "low- 
level" radiocative wastes. Three of the six existing “low-level" waste sites—Sheffield, Maxie Flats and 
West Valley—are permanently closed because radioactive materials leaked into nearby soil and 
groundwater systems.

“We continue to create radioactive wastes as if a safe, scientific storage technology existed," said 
SECC research director Martin Gelfand. “But there is no scientific 'dream team,' no magic solution on 
the horizon. It's time to step back from nuclear power and make a serious commitment to other 
energy sources."

Book Examines Operation of the Hanford Site

The Hanford Site in south-eastern Washington state was built by the Army Corps of Engineers and 
the DuPont Corporation during World War II to produce plutonium for 7^erica'2_first_atomic_weap-
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ons. The gigantic facility was immmediately successful, producing and delivering in less than two 
years the plutonium for the world's initial atomic explosion and for the bomb dropped on Nagasaki 
that effectively ended World War II.

The first complete history of Hanford was made possible by the recent declassification of tens of 
thousands of formerly secret government documents relating to the construction, operation, and 
maintenance of the site. It describes the releases (planned and accidental) of radioactive and chemical 
contaminants; their pathways through the environment; attempts to correct problems under condi
tions of rapid, nearly chaotic change; and the secrecy of government operations that made scientific 
review of Hanford processes virtually impossible.

The book, On the Home Front, was written by Michele Stenehjem Gerber, who holds a Ph.D in history 
from SUNY Albany and is now a staff historian for Westinghouse Hanford Company. The book costs 
$35.00 and is available from the University of Nebraska Press (800/755-1105).

Gofman Book on Health Effects Available

Scientist John Gofman continues to present his argument that there is no safe level of radiation expo
sure in his latest book, Radiation-Induced Cancer from Low-Dose Exposures. Gofman, who has exten
sively researched bomb-survivor data and "dose rate effectiveness factors" concludes that low doses 
of radiation are relatively more dangerous than higher doses. Gregg Wilkinson, chief of the Division 
of Epidemiology at the University of Texas Medical Branch, in reviewing the book says: "Although 
Gofman has simplified the many complexities of a topic at the crossroads of radiation physics, medi
cine, epidemiology, and statistics, some readers will find the technical details difficult to follow. The 
thoughtful organization and an expansive index and glossary will, however, make the more complex 
sections of this important resource understandable to the well-informed lay reader." The book is 
available from the Committee for Nuclear Responsibility for $29.95 (PO Box 421993, San Francisco, 
California 94142).

Nissan Publishes Environmental Newsletter

Nissan North America, Inc. has recently started publishing a newsletter. The Summer, 1992 issue 
reports on a $70,000 corporate grant to the Sierra Club in support of its Inner City Outings program, 
how they're eliminating CFC's from their manufacturing (they were used in plastic bumpers), com
pany efforts with solar and electric cars, and the company's support of environmental education. Of 
course, the masthead is in green ink and it is on recycled paper. For a copy contact Katherine Faith, 
Public Affairs Specialist, Nissan North America, Inc., PO Box 2814, Torrance, CA 90509-2814.

Carry It On - 1993 Peace Calendar Available

The tradition continues. The 22nd edition of the Peace Calendar continues the marvelous blend of art 
and politics that have made the Peace Calendar one of the best selling progressive publications in the 
USA. The cover art (and the December art) is a bold, brightly colored silkscreen by Silk Oak titled 
"Earth Song" which reminds us of our connections to and reverance for all beings. More than 20 
artists, poets and writers combine their diverse talents. Aavailable at the TMIA office for only $10.00.

News Notes
•GPU determined in June that the "actual ventilation flow" from the Unit 2 evaporator was higher 
than the value used in their "effluent calculations" (there was a 10 percent increse in tritium for the 
fourth quarter of 1990). The NRC concluded the effluent increase "did not affect the safe operation of 
the evaporator." TMIA continues to have concerns about the evaporation. We hope other utilities and 
industries don't adopt this as a method of disposing of hazardous wastes.

•The Ukranians supported in part by TMIA members on their trip to the U.S. sent a thank you note 
reporting that during their trip they presented the UN with a proposal on dealing with radiation 
refugees, they lobbied Congress for assistance in relocating people from radiation contaminated 
localities in the Ukraine, and gathered signatures petitioning President Bush to meet with Ukraine 
President Kravchuk during the Earth Summit in Rio. The closing line in their letter was: Thank you 
once more for your support and your fight for safe human life in the nuclear-free world.

•TMIA's Planning Council will meet Thursday, October 1 at 7:15 p.m. at the TMIA office, 315 
Peffer Street. A prime topic on the agenda will be finances. During calendar year 1991, expenses 
exceeded income by more than $1,600.
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A Forum on Energy and Environmental Issues

The Great Divide: Bush and Clinton Clash 
Over National Energy Strategy

By SCOI l DENMAN

Sifting through political differ
ences between candidates can be 
challenging. But through responses 
to a candidate survey by Energy 
America, George Bush and Bill 
Clinton have espoused definitive and 
divergent plans for our nation's en
ergy future, giving voters a clear 
choice in November. Quotes pre
sented below are those of the candi
dates.

In general, President Bush advo
cates conventional production 
strategies, including oil and gas de
velopment in the Arctic National 
Wildlife Refuge (ANWR). jump-start
ing the moribund nuclear industry, 
and taxpayer support for “clean coal 
technologies.” At the sametime, Bush 
opposes higher auto fuel efficiency 
standards as “expensive and dan
gerous." He calls for improved com
bustion engines and “expansion of 
electric vehicle technology, an ac
celeration in scrapping older cars, 
promotion of mass transit and pro
grams to encourage ride sharing.”

In contrast, Clinton’s campaign 
emphasis on change is reflected in 
his pursuit of “a new energy policy... 
relyjing] less on imported oil, and 
more on cheap and abundant natu
ral gas, and on research and devel
opment into renewable energy 
sources."

Clinton opposes drilling for oil in 
theecologically-sensitive ANWR. He 
favors a goal of 45 mpg for auto fuel 
efficiency standards and “revenue
neutral market incentives to reward 
consumers who conserve and make 
polluters and energy wasters pay.” 
Clinton also seeks to achieve Euro
pean standards of energy efficiency 
for U.S. factories and office buildings.

Clinton favors federal tax incen
tives for renewable energy sources 
that would help to “level the playing 
field" and enable renewables like 
solar and wind “to compete fairly” 

against “traditional energy resources 
[that] ... reap many benefits from a 
tax structure slanted in their favor.”

Bush argues that his 
Administration’s proposed EY 1993 
budget of $247 million “for solar and 
renewables is up by 67 percent over 
the level four years earlier.” This is 
true; however, Bush’s “high” FY93 
request for renewables amounts to 
only one-third of Pres. Jimmy Carter's 
$718 million in FY80. And Bush’s FY 
1993 budget request for all nuclear 
fission and fusion programs ($1,377 
billion) is nearly double the amount 
requested for all renewable energy 
and conservation programs com
bined ($768 million).

Bush vigorously endorses the 
revival of nuclear power in the U.S. 
and has “ordered the Department of 
Energy to initiate work on new types 
of reactors ...." Clinton has stated 
that he “generally opposes the pro
liferation of nuclear power plants 
because of my deep reservations 
about the safety risks and long-term 
problems posed by such plants.”

Governor Clinton calls for an in
ternational climatechange treaty and 
wants the U.S. to commit to stabiliz
ing carbon dioxide at 1990 levels by 
the year 2000. President Bush, 
however, postulates that “the rela
tionship between greenhouse gas 
emissions and global climate change 
is not yet well understood.” In fact, 
Bush travelled to Rio de Janeiro and 
signed the United Nations Conven
tion on Climate Change only after he 
had been assured that binding limi
tations on carbon dioxide produc
tion had been removed from the 
treaty.

Enough from the candidates. 
What do the people want? A March, 
1992 poll conducted by the indepen
dent firm of Frederick/Schneiders, 
Inc. for the Safe Energy Communica
tion Council found a striking similar

ity between many of Bill Clinton’s 
energy positions and those of a ma
jority of the public.

For example, 63 percent say that 
the U.S. can meet future increased 
demand for electricity through en
ergy efficiency. A combined total of 
76 percent want renewable energy 
sources, conservation or natural gas 
to be the federal government’s top 
funding priority. Nearly two-thirds 
(65 percent) oppose the construc
tion of more nuclear power plants. 
The poll also indicates that four out 
of five Americans, or 81 percent, 
would not allow the government to 
override a state’s environmental laws 
to site a nuclear waste dump, as 
Bush and the Congress have pro
posed for Nevada.

The candidates positions on en
ergy policy speak loud and clear. 
Come November, the voters will 
make their choice known.

Scott Denman is the Executive 
Director of the Safe Energy Commu
nication Council.
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Letters should be addressed to 
VIEWPOINT, c/o SECC, 1717 Massa
chusetts Ave. NW, Suite LL215, 
Washington, D.C. 20036

VIEWPOINT provides the nation's 
press with expert opinion on timely 
energy and environmental issues. 
VIEWPOINT is a public service of the 
Safe Energy Communication Council, 
a non-profit organization working to 
provide factual and educational infor
mation on our country’s energy 
choices.
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